Right-sided rotating gate constitutes a very
important element of the whole system for
directing the customer in commercial
organizations, etc. It allows for organized traffic
of people in a given direction and eliminates
collision. Rotating gate is equipped with “antipanic” system, which opens the entrance
completely under the pressure of people
evacuating hazardous places.
The basic element of a rotating gate is the unit
with a revolving head, which is equipped with
four arms. The unit is connected with the antipanic post through the arms. All elements of the
equipment are made of steel and coated with
nickel and chromium. Rotating gate can only be
used in closed places with firm floors and should
be mounted to the floor by three Ø8x120 screws
and pegs Ø12x100. Weight– 24 kg.

Posts for bumpers –
SW 080.100
Bumpers are used to protect the
walls, store furniture, glass
cases and other equipment
exposed to the impact of
shopping carts. Posts for
bumpers are made from high
quality plastic, which is resistant
to mechanical blows. Posts are
mounted to firm floor by Ø14x90
pegs and Ø9x110 screws. Posts
for bumpers are designed to fit
with Ø40x2 pipes made from
acid-proof steel. It is recommended that posts are mounted
at a distance of 1500 mm from
each other. Cornering around
the protected object is achieved
by using pipe-spring and
spring-pipe connectors. To connect straight sections, pipe-pipe
connectors are used. Posts and
connectors are white grey in
colour.

Store entrance control systems

PROTECTIVE BUMPERS

Operating principles of the anti-panic system

Pipe-pipe connector
SW 080.110

Direction of
emergency exit

Direction
of entrance

Acid-proof steel spring SW 080.131

Weight 8,5 kG

Chromated steel spring SW 080.130

Weight 7,5 kG

Pipe-spring connector
SW 080.120

Barrier post

Weight 3 kG

Note: * marks the post of 1205 of height

Manufacturer:

Blocker
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Our products have been certified by CORB “METALPLAST” in Poznan, certificate no. AT-06-0610/2003 –
for construction.

Group 080

Bumper pipe
SW 080.150

